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T H E  P A I R  C O R R E L A T I O N  O F  Z E R O S  O F  D I R I C H L E T  L - F U N C T I O N S  
A N D  P R I M E S  I N  A R I T H M E T I C  P R O G R E S S I O N S  
C. YALqIN YILDIRIM 
We define a function which correlates the zeros of two Dirichlet L-functions to the modulus 
q and we prove an asymptotic estimate for averages of the pair correlation functions over all 
pairs of characters to (rood q) . An analogue of Montgomery's pair correlation conjecture is 
formulated as to how this estimate can be extended to a greater domain for the parameters that 
are involved. Based on this conjecture we obtain results about the distribution of primes in an 
arithmetic progression (to a prime modulus q ) and gaps between such primes. 
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  and  s t a t e m e n t  of  r e su l t s  
In 1973 Montgomery's approach [7] provided a new direction for research on the 
Riemann zeta-function, ((s), and the distribution of primes. Assuming the Riemann 
Hypothesis Montgomery defined the pair correlation function of the critical zeros of ~(s) 
F ( a , T )  = (T  log T)_I  2~ " ~ T'~(~-~')w(7 - 7') (1) 
0<*W~n<:T 
(;(89 
(where w(u) = 4 is a weighting function which serves to diminish the contribution 
from those pairs of zeros with large differences) and he proved that (see [7] and [2]) 
F(a,T) = (1 + o(1))T-2'~logT + a + o(1) (2) 
as T -* oo, uniformly for 0 < a < 1. Montgomery also conjectured that 
F(a,T) = 1+o(1 )  (a) 
for a > 1 , uniformly in bounded intervals. This statement has become known as the pair 
correlation conjecture. He then used (3) to show that almost all zeros of ((s) are simple. 
Assuming RH and the pair correlation conjecture in various forms Heath-Brown [5] 
proved that 
X 
y ]  d~ • ~ I o g : r ,  
d.  ~:x 
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(where d,  = p,+l - p ,  and iv, is the n-th prime) and that for functions f such that 
f ( x )  ---* oo as x --~ oo, almost all intervals [x, x + f ( x ) log  x] contain a prime. Heath- 
Brown also showed that 
l iminf  pn+l - p ~  = 0. 
~-.or log p~ 
Goldston and Heath-Brown [3] proved that RH and the pair correlation conjecture 
together imply d~ = o((p, logp~)~'). 
Moreover, Goldston and Montgomery established an equivalence between an asymp- 
totic result for the distribution of primes and the pair correlation conjecture (see [4], 
Theorem 2). 
In this paper we apply the ideas of the pair correlation conjecture to the distribution 
of primes in an arithmetic progression. Let, 
G•215 (x, T) = 2r  ~ x '('Y'-'a)w(71 - 72) (4) 
0<'n , '~<T 
where, assuming GRH, 89 runs through the zeros of the Dirichlet L-functions L(s, Xj), 
(j  = 1,2), and Xj are characters to the modulus q. One may say that G•215 ) 
correlates the critical zeros of L(s, X1) with those of L(s, X2). 
In the following we suppose (a, q) = 1. Capital letters A, B, C will denote arbitrary 
fixed positive numbers. We prove 
T h e o r e m  1. Assume GRH. As x ---* o0 we have, uniformly for 
1 3 1 < q ~ x~log- x 
when T is in the range 
and 
Xlogx < T < e y~, 
q 
fl~ (a)x2(a)ax~,• (x, T)  ,.. r log x. 
XI ,x2(modq) 
For T smaller relative to x we assume the following 
C o n j e c t u r e .  Under GRH, as x --~ oo, it holds uniformly for 
9 1 
q < mln(x~ log -3 x, x 1 - '  log x) 
x ' < T < X - l o g x  
q 
where q is prime or 1 and 0 < 71 <_ 1 is fixed, that 
fcl(a)x2(a)G• ~ r qT. 
x~ ,x~(mod q) 
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The restriction to prime moduli q in the Conjecture is made to avoid the presence of 
imprimitive characters. 
Let 
r q,a) = ~ A(n) 
where A is the yon Mangoldt function. Upon the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) 
the prime number theorem for arithmetic progressions is, for q < x, ([1]@.125) 
.T x 2 
~b(x; q,a) = r  + O(x~ log x) (5) 
Assuming the Conjecture we obtain the following asymptotic result for an individual 
arithmetic progression with prime modulus. 
T h e o r e m  2. Assume GRH. Let ax and a2 be fixed, 0 < aa < a < a2 <_ 1 and 
6 = x - %  Also let 0 < ~ < al  he fixed. Assume  that the Conjecture hoJds uniformly for 
where q is prime or 1 and 
Then 
1 A q < min(x'}g~(log x) , 6-1x -") 
r  
log-3 x < T < r =2 log 3 x. 
~2~ u6 ~. 3 6x 2 q 
{ r247  q,u)-~b(u;  q , a ) - - ~ }  d u , , ~  - ~  l o g ~ ,  
as x --~ c~, uniformly for z -~2 < 6 < x -~1 and such moduli  q. 
The following Corollaries, all resting on GRH, may he deduced from Theorem 2. Let 
p,~(a, q) denote the n-th prime congruent to a(mod q) and d,(a,  q) = pn+l(a, q) - p,~(a, q). 
The modulus q is always supposed to be prime or 1. For q = 1 all of the results presented 
here yield the known estimates ([2],[3],[4],[5],[7]) mentioned above. By the weaker form 
of the Conjecture it is meant that there is << in place of the asymptotic estimate in the 
Conjecture. This implies the same change in the estimate for the integral in Theorem 2. 
Coro l l a ry  1. Let 4 < A < x 1-~ and ~ > 0 be :6xed as z --* oc. Also let 0 < 71 < 
1 - ~ be fixed. Assume the weaker form of the Conjecture for 
log  z 
and 
q < min(a Ilog :, l o :  - 
x 




d.(a,q) << r logx 
~_<r.(*,q)_<~-~ 
dn(a,q)>a 
uniformly for such q . 
CoroUary 1 is non-trivial if q log x < A. It follows readily from Corollary 1 that 
Corol lary 2. Let q < (log x) A and ](x) --4 cr arbitraxily slowly as x ~ oc. Assume 
the weaker form of the Conjecture for 
x(log x) -(4+~A) 
< T < xlog2x. 
f (~ )  
Then 
~_~ dn(a,q) << x 
.<..(~ f (~)  " 
dn(a,q)~gh(q)](:r log g 
Hence for q < (log x) A Mmost all intervals [x, x + g)(q)f(x) log x] contain a prime congruent 
to a(mod q). 
Corol lary 3. Assume that the asymptotic estimate of the Conjecture holds uni- 
formly for q < x~ -n and 
Then, forpn(a ,q) •  , 
~ log-89 x < T < ~ l o g 2  x. 
d=(a,q) = o(r ~ 
uniformly for such q. 
Corol lary 4. Assume that the asymptotic estimate of the Conjecture holds uni- 
formly for q < (log x) A and 
x(log x) -(a+2"4) < T < x log 3 x, 




= 0 .  
2. Explicit  formulae and the  proof of Theorem 1 
Paralleling Landau's derivation of an explicit formula ([6], p. 353) that provides a 
hnk between the zeros of ~(s) and primes one gets ia the case of Dirichlet L-functions 
X - 2 / - r - a  xp- r  L t 
E' _ E (6) 
n<x nr  t=O 
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for x > 1 (the prime on the summation means only half of the term with n = z is included 
in the sum) and r -fi p ,  r # - (2q  + a) where for primitive x(mod q) 
0, if X ( - 1 ) = l ,  
a = 1, if X ( - 1 ) = - l .  
The sum over the non-trivial zeros p of L(s, X) in (6) is interpreted in the symmetric sense 
as limT--,oo ~~q-H<T ~p-r. p--r 
L' The explicit formula (6) combined with the functional equation of Z-(s, X) , as in 
the proof of the Lemma of Montgomery [7], leads to another explicit formula 
: A/ / inl/ /TM 
(2a - 1) (t7 - })2 + it _ 7)2 .<~ 
r~>X 
+x89 qr + O~(1)) 
+ O ( z - } - %  --1) . (7) 
This last explicit formula is valid, under GRH for L(s, X), for all x > 1. 
From (7) we can write  for (a, q) = 1 
2xi'y 
I ~ )~(a) ~ iT(t--')')2] = 
x(mod q) "7 
I Z ~ ( a ) { - - x - } ( Z  A(n)x(n)(X)-89 E A(n)x(n)(X) ~+'t) 
x(mod q) n<_z n>z n 
+ x-'+'t(logq'r + 0(i))  + O(X-89 -~) 
z z is) 
n<~ 7% .>x 
X(")~-X'(") X(")~ X'(") 
where x(mod q) is a character induced by the primitive character x ' (mod q'). The last 
term in the parantheses is a correction term for nonprimitive X. The terms with X(n) # 
x'(n) can exist only when (n, q) > 1 and when summed over all x(mod q) the contribution 
of the correction term vanishes. 
We integrate both sides of (8) from t = 0 to t = T. From the left side we obtain (cf. 
Eq.s i23)-(26) [7] and (4) above) 
T 4xi('~, -~2) 
/ ~ [1 + (t -- 71)2111 + (t -- 
Xl(a)x2(a) ,7~)2] dr 
XI ,X2 ~'1,72 





A(n) (~) - ' ,  if n_< z, 
a n  ~" 3 
A(n)(-~) ~, if n > z, 
the first term in parentheses on the right-hand side of (8) contibutes 
<- rl Z ao -"l s. X n-=a(mod q) 
By the Montgomery-Vaughan mean value theorem for Dirichlet series ([8]) in the form 
o I (~mo ]Sdt=T ~ [anl~+O(q ~ [anlS b -  ~ nlan[2) 1 a n n  - i t  ~ - 
n ~ a  d q) n = a ( m o d  g) n<q n q n>q 
t~a(mod q) n------a(mod q) 
and using (5) we find that for q < z89 log -3 z as T, and x --~ cr 
T 
/o I o, X rt=_a d a,,n-it[Sdt = r + o(1)) + O(xlogx) . (10) 
The remaining contributions to the integral of the right side of (8) are 
r tog s qT dt << r 2T log 2 qT 
X 
0 
] r  << r 
X T  s X 
0 
and the cross-terms. If (log T) 4 < x then the main term is (10) and Theorem 1 holds. 
3. P r o o f  of  T h e o r e m  2 
The method of Goldston and Montgomery [4] about primes in short intervals based 
on the pair correlation conjecture for ((s) is adaptable to primes in arithmetic progressions 
in short intervals. We have the following lemmas the first two of which have been slightly 
modified from their original statements in [4]. 
L e m m a  1.([4] Lemma 2) Let r satisfy 1 < r _< (~)B where B >_ 0 is fixed as 
~ 0 +. Let f(t)  be a continuous, non-negative function defined/'or t > 0 such that 
f(t) << Cs logs CT. 
Assume further that 
T 
J(T) = f f( t)dt = 
0 
(1 + e(T))r CT,  
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[~(T)[ being small (that is, given ~o > O, I~(T)[ < ~o for snf~ciently large T) uniformly for 
CKI~ ~ <_ T < - l o g  2 - .  
Then~ co . 
f ( sm~u ~f u du r r ~ )  ( ) ~ ( ~ + 6 ' ( a ) ) r  , 
0 
where [~'(~)[ is small as ~ --+ 0 + (that is, given ~o > 0, 1~'(~)[ < r for sufficiently small 
,r This result is uniform in r 
L e m m a  2.([4] Lemma 10) Let w(s) = (1 + 5)' - 1 where 6 E (0, 1]. Then 
8 
} [~U('t)] 2 mo~d (~i~_ '7)212 t f~(a) y~ 1 + = 
--co X( ra~ q) bl_<Z 1 + (t -- "7) 2 
+0(6(q)262 log s ~ )  + O(r - '  log 3 Z) 
provided that Z > 6 -1. 
L e m m a  3.([4] Lemma 1) If of e-21vlf(Y + y)dy = 1 + e(Y) and if f(y) > 0 for a/l 
-oo 
y, then for any Riemann integrable function R(y) 
b b 
/ R(y)f(Y+y)dy = ( /  R(y)d,)(l +('(Y)). 
a a 
I f  R is nxed  t h e n ,  = r --+ ~ , ie(Y)l is smM~ if I,(y)t is small uni formly  for Y + a - 1 < 
y < _ Y + b + l .  
In Lemma 1 we take 
2xi'~ 12 
f(t) = [ I2 ~(a) ~: 1+~='71~ 
x(mod q) "Y 
(trivially f(t)  << r log2 qr) and r = r Let ~ = 89 log(1 + 6) and assume that  the 
asymptotic value r log qT of the Conjecture is valid, uniformly for 
1 < T < r log 2 q 
r log 2 ,~ - - ~ tr 
as ,~ --~ 0 +. This range of T is consistent with the range of T for which we may assume 
the asymptotic  estimate of the Conjecture and Theorem 1, if for 0 < r /<  a l  
9 1 1 q ~_ mln(X#~Y(Iogx)A,K-lX-'7). (11) 
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For such T and q we have, as x ---* c~, 
for f(t)dt ~ r 
and therefore by Lemma I as ~ --~ 0 + 
oo . 
~/(t)dt  ~ ~ r log-. 
0 
But ( ~ )  = ~ and applying Lemma 2 with Z = x(log z) c, C > 3 and fixed, 
i w(p)x i" [2dt ~ 7r r q 
-oo  x(mod q) ['yI<Z 
By Plaacherel's identity the last integral is transformed into 
j Ix (ra~o d ') ~(a)hi<- gz w(p)xiWe(--Tu)~l 2e-4"l'ldu' ?r 2 
- o o  
Let Y = log x and y = ~2 ru ,  so that x --+ oo 
- oo  x(mod g) [-/I_<Z 
We now use Lemma 3 with 
{ e  2~, if O < y < l o g 2 ,  
R(y) = 0, otherwise 
and letting u = e r+~ we have 
2x 
z x(moa q) 
Let now 
We recall the identity 
3 r q 
I-d<z 
1, if X = X0, 
Sx = 0, otherwise. 
f 
] {r + $)u; q,a) -- r  q,a) -- ~ } 2 d u  = 
1 
r ~ Rl(a)x2(a) f {~b((l+6)u;  X 1 ) - r  X,)-~uS• 
Xl ,x2(raod 9) 




and the explicit formula ([D], p. 117) 
r + 6)u; x) - r x) - a , s •  - ~ w(p)uP+O(8)+O(zlog2uqZ ) (14) 
bl_<Z 
+ O(logu ' u 1 1 
9 mm(1, Z (  N'~I~ + I1(1 + 6)ull ))) 
+ correction for nonprimitive X 9 
We insert (14) in (13) and when the sums over X1, X2 are carried out the correction terms 
for nonprimitive characters disappear as in (8). Given A > 0 we choose C = C(A) (recall 
that Z = x(log x) c so that the integral in (12) multiplied by ~Tr  is the main term and 
all other terms are o ( ~  log x) as x ~ o o ,  uniformly for q subject to (11). The proof of 
Theorem 2 is now complete. 
We observe that Theorem 2 remains valid if r are replaced by O's, i.e. only the 
contribution from the primes is counted. We will abbreviate p,,(a, q) and d,(a, q) as p, 
a 48x and A < d,~(a,q) Then and d,.  To deduce Corollary 1 let x < p,  < i z ,  A = 
8(u + uS; q, a) = 0(u; q, a) for p, < u < p= + -~. By Theorem 2, which holds for q in 
the specified range, 
:8 log- >> E eu >> 
r .~,._<~. 
dn>_~ dn_>~ 
This proves Corollary 1. 
To show Corollary 3 suppose that the assertion is false, given any fixed e > 0 there 
exist p,  and P~+I such that x < p~ < P,+I < (1 + e})x and d,~ > e\/r however 
large x may be. Let 8 = ~ o ~ ,  and H = 3z& The range in which the Conjecture is 
assumed corresponds to this value of & Then from Theorem 2 
u8 2 - 3 6 z  2 q 
f {0((,,+,,8); q ,a ) -gG;}  e,, << 
We also have 
u 6 . ~ .  r u 8  2 ~2x2 
pn pn 
Hence d, << k/er log x .  According to Theorem 2 with the above choice of 8 this holds 
1 uniformly for q < x ~ - '  for any r/ > 0 fixed. To conclude the proof of Corollary 3 we let 
e --+ 0 + sufficiently slowly. 
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To prove Corollary 4 it is suitable to have a version of Theorem 2 with fixed differ- 
ence H rather than the varying difference u8 in the integrand. Applying the method of 
Goldston and Montgomery [4] one obtains, for H --~ o0 with x and q <: (logx) A, 
2z  
~(q) Hx qx (15) / { O ( u + g ;  q ,a ) -8 (u ;  q , a ) -  }2du = ( l + o ( 1 ) ) r  
Remark: In deriving (15) one uses the unconditional estimate 
2~ u~ ~ z ~  2 ~z 2 
/{0(~+~6; q,a)-0(~; q,~)-r e~ << r  r 
x 
which is valid if 0 < 6 < 1 and q < x 1- ' ,  for the integration over 0 < 6 < ~. 
Expanding the integrand in (15) and using the Siegel-Walfisz theorem yields 
g2x (1 + o(1)) + g x  q qz 2 ~ ( H + r - p ) l o g p l o g r  = ~ r  . 
z<~<r<2~+H 
o<~---~<_S 
p t r ~ ( m o d  q) 
With the choice H = ~r the right-hand side is a positive quantity for any fixed 
e > 0 if z is sufficiently large. This completes the proof of Corollary 4. 
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